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Aid Committee. Not all organizations were able to submit highlights, but this compilation provides an overview of
some of the great work happening in our community. Thanks to everyone who submitted highlights.

Programs & Projects
Cabrini Green Legal Aid (CGLA)
When Missions Align
The critical programming, support, and advocacy for incarcerated mothers remained intact
through the merger of CLAIM
and CGLA.
For thirty years, Chicago Legal
Advocacy for Incarcerated Mothers
(CLAIM) had been providing critical
civil legal assistance across the state
for mothers and families suffering
from incarceration. Because these
services meet critical needs that no
one else addresses, many caring
individuals and institutions held their
breaths as CLAIM struggled through
a leadership transition and the lingering effects of the difficult econo-

my. When it seemed that CLAIM’s
vital contribution might be lost,
and after careful consideration by
both organizations, Cabrini Green
Legal Aid (CGLA) was honored and
humbled to acquire CLAIM as a
program of CGLA. CLAIM moved in
on May 30, and the merger became official on July 1, 2014. With
careful planning and implementation, the transition has been a
success, as together we continue
to drive CGLA's five-year strategic
plan, which focuses on advocating
for people impacted by the criminal justice system. CLAIM’s highimpact direct services have been
preserved, its peer empowerment
group, Visible Voices, continues to
provide support to formerly incarcerated mothers, and the policy

and advocacy work to improve the
system's impact on children and
families remains (with over
$200,000 in overhead costs saved).
Contact: Gretchen Slusser/312-7382452 / gretchenslusser@cgla.net

Access to Justice for Incarcerated Litigants

Under the leadership of Presiding Judge Grace Dickler, access
to justice is being realized by
all people, regardless of whether they are incarcerated in their
time of need.

Imagine you are in custody
pending the outcome of a criminal
case or incarcerated at a state
prison. Not only are you in custody, but you were the primary caretaker of your children prior to your
incarceration. If you are trying to
access the court system to ensure
that you do not lose all contact
with your children or that a proper
guardianship or custody arrange-

ment is established, you hit a
roadblock. Because of your status, any filing sent to the Circuit
Court, even when correctly prepared, would not reach a judge
because you are unable to appear
in the courtroom.
You cannot
respond to proceedings because
you do not receive notice in a
timely manner and do not have
access to self-help resources.
Presiding Judge Grace Dickler
became aware of this injustice
and chose to do something about
it.
By bringing together the
Clerk's Office, CGLA and CLAIM
(prior to the organizations' merger), a thoughtful approach
was developed, whereby
incarcerated litigants, instead of having their case

not move forward in the court system, are provided a CGLA intake
form. Through this process, CGLA is
able to screen cases and provide
advice, pro se documents or representation, ensuring that families in
already difficult times are kept together.
Contact: Alexis Mansfield/312-738-2452/
alexismansfield@cgla.net
Jill Roberts/312-738-2452/
jillroberts@cgla.net
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Programs & Projects
CARPLS
Two CARPLS Desks Moved to the Resource Center
Clients can now find the CARPLS Municipal Court Advice Desk
and Domestic Relations Advice Desk in one centralized location
in the Daley Center. The Circuit Court of Cook County Resource
Center for People without Lawyers provides a very professional
setting in which CARPLS can now conduct its legal consultations.
After many years of effort and planning, in April 2014, the Cook County Circuit Court and The Chicago Bar Foundation opened the Circuit
Court of Cook County Resource Center for People Without Lawyers in
the Concourse level of the Daley Center. Now pro se litigants can get
legal aid help in one central location in the courthouse.
CARPLS moved its Domestic Relations and Municipal Court desks to

the Center from their prior locations on the 30th and 6th floors. With the
able assistance of the CBF/IBF managed JusticeCorps student volunteers,
clients check in to receive help from CARPLS in family law and municipal
court cases. These desks give legal advice and do drafting of legal
pleadings for pro se litigants who are trying to navigate the court system
on their own. Clients return to the desks, or call CARPLS’ legal aid hotline, for further support as the litigation goes forward. The Center has
helped CARPLS’ productivity, as personnel are cross trained for both
desks. CARPLS serves 11,000 clients annually at these two desks.
Contact: Tanya Pierkowski/ 312.421.4014/ tpietrkowski@carpls.org
Pat Wrona/ 312.421.4011/ pwrona@carpls.org

Catholic Charities Legal Assistance (CCLA)
In Fiscal Year 2014, Catholic Charities responded to the growing
need for legal aid services by restructuring Catholic Charities
Legal Assistance (CCLA) into a Department. CCLA’s fortified system supports its goal of serving more of its clients that require
direct representation.
Catholic Charities restructured CCLA into a Department to expand its
services in FY 2014. CCLA formed two programs, the Volunteer and Pro
Bono Program and the Legal Service Program, and hired a Department
Director.
CCLA’s enhanced structure enabled it to increase its in court representation in the most requested areas of law: family, consumer, and housing matters. Emphasis was placed on families and children, seniors, and
immigrants, with a special focus on particularly vulnerable populations
such as survivors of domestic violence under its Immigrants Survivors
Project and on abandoned, abused, or neglected children under its Special Immigrant Juvenile Status Initiative.

CCLA’s restructuring also permitted it to expand its advice line and
advice desks. The number of litigants in need of legal representation
far exceeds the number of public interest attorneys. Recognizing the
needs of pro se litigants, CCLA clients receive, at minimum, a legal
needs assessment and are entitled to a one hour appointment with an
attorney who provides a detailed review of their legal options and extensive advice or brief services. CCLA’s legal services empower pro se
litigants to take appropriate action.
Contact: Hilda Bahena/ 312-948-6983/ hbahena@catholiccharities.net
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Programs & Projects
Center for Conflict Resolution (CCR)
Expanded Mediation Services
CCR expanded its mediation services at the Markham Courthouse to include mediation of eviction cases.
For many years, CCR has provided services at the Markham courthouse on Thursdays to litigants on the pro se call. In the fall of
2014, CCR expanded its mediation services program at Markham to
include mediating cases referred from the evictions call. Parties
involved in an evictions case can sit down with a mediator for 30
minutes on their court date to discuss their situation and any potential solutions. These types of cases are particularly well-suited for
mediation because of the parties’ relationship. Typically, the parties
have known each other for some time and are likely to continue to
interact with each other when the court case is over. When an
agreement is reached, both parties and the court save time and
resources in achieving a resolution. When agreement is not reached,
judges report that the parties come before them better prepared to
present their case.

CCR began to provide mediation services to parties for financial
issues as they relate to divorce or parentage, such as child support, maintenance, and the division of assets/debts.
Financial Mediation is an opportunity for parties to discuss financial issues with the assistance of the mediator. This can be invaluable for both
represented and pro se parties. Mediation can ensure that the parties
consider the many financial variables before making their decisions. Mediation also provides the opportunity to consider non-legal issues impacting
the parties and aims to assist in the preservation of their relationship.
Parties are referred by Domestic Relations and Parentage judges and mediations are held at the Center for Conflict Resolution.
Contact: Cassandra Lively/ 312-922-6464 x29/ clively@ccrchicago.org
Rae Kyritsi/ 312-922-6464 x11/ rkyritsi@ccrchicago.org

Center for Disability & Elder Law (CDEL)
The Senior Legal Assistance Clinic Program (SLAC)
In 2014, the SLAC program grew by 50% to include 10 Clinics
throughout Cook County and scheduled 326 client appointments
to serve low-income seniors and people with disabilities in these
communities.
In three years, the Senior Legal Assistance Clinics have grown greatly.
The Clinics began in November 2011 with four suburban locations. Since
then, the program has steadily scheduled an additional 100 appointments each year.
The ten Clinics are primarily staffed by pro bono volunteers, and are
an effective way to provide service to CDEL’s clientele, who often have
mobility challenges. Situated in the community, CDEL has become a
trusted resource. One attorney volunteer reflected that, “Most if not all
of our clients have never talked to a lawyer before and their image is

strictly from media portrayals and probably negative anecdotes, so they
seem so relieved to see smiling, welcoming attorneys who are respectful and listen to their questions. We take time to explain what we are
doing and what the next steps will be ...Generally, our clients leave the
Clinics smiling because, even if we were not able to resolve their issues,
they feel like they were respected and that if anything further can be
done, CDEL will do its best to help them.”
In 2014, of the seniors who attended their appointments, 54% received full representation from CDEL, 13% attended a follow-up appointment, and 33% received brief advice and referral.
Contact: Susan Keegan/ 312 376-1881/ skeegan@cdelaw.org

Chicago Alliance Against Sexual Exploitation (CAASE)
Workplace Sexual Violence: A Legal Guide for Community Organizers and Labor Advocates
Using the Workplace Sexual Violence legal guide, CAASE, in collaboration with other members of the Coalition Against Workplace Sexual Violence (CAWSV), will be able to train and equip
community organizers and labor advocates to address and combat sexual violence within their communities.
The Workplace Sexual Violence legal guide is a go-to resource for
community educators, organizers, healthcare professionals, and other
first responders to workplace sexual violence. The guide lays out many
of the relevant Illinois legal protections for survivors of workplace sexual violence and the basic requirements for each law, so first responders
can easily identify workers who may have potential legal claims and

would benefit from speaking with an attorney. It also provides a twopage chart to help first responders quickly screen workers for referrals
to attorneys and legal advocates within CAWSV. This guide was written
by CAASE Staff Attorney Sheerine Alemzadeh and LAF Equal Justice
Works fellow Karla Altmayer, with the
support of all members of CAWSV.
Contact: Christine Evans/
773-244-2230/ cme@caase.org
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Programs & Projects
The Law Project of the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless (CCH)
New Illinois Homeless Youth Handbook
The Law Project of the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless, in collaboration with Baker & McKenzie and United Airlines, created a new Homeless Youth Handbook for Illinois.
The Homeless Youth Handbook – Illinois is designed to help homeless young people and the adults working with them
navigate critical legal issues, and provide information and resources to help put them on track to live independent and
productive lives.
The Handbook provides a collection of valuable, practical legal information in a youth-friendly question and answer
format across seventeen chapters covering everything from health care and housing to consumer and credit issues. Along
with a print version, the Handbook will also be available on the web site www.homelessyouth.org. The manuals will be
distributed to schools, youth programs, and shelters throughout Illinois.
Contact: Patricia Nix-Hodes / 312-641-4140/ pnixhodes@yahoo.com

Chicago Volunteer Legal Services (CVLS)
Expanded GAL for Minors Program into Domestic Relations
Domestic Relations and Parentage judges can appoint CVLS
to serve as Child Representative for children from low income, pro se families.

sues

For nearly twenty years CVLS has served as court-appointed
guardian ad litem (GAL) for children in contested or problematic
guardianship cases in Cook County’s Probate Court. This past year,
at the urging of the Domestic Relations Presiding Judge and the
Supervising Judge of Parentage, CVLS expanded its representation
to include children whose custody is contested in parentage and
divorce cases.

and parties, negotiate with the parties, enlist and recommend outside
services when appropriate, and advocate for the child in and out of court.
At this point, the program is small, with only 35 volunteers handling 35
cases. However, once CVLS adds some administrative staff support, it
intends to grow the program to equal the one in Probate.
Contact: Phil Mohr/ 312-332-3528/ philmohr@cvls.org

Similar to what a GAL does in a guardianship case, courtappointed Child Representatives (Child Reps) investigate the is-

Margaret Benson/ 312-332-5542/ mbenson@cvls.org

Domestic Violence Legal Clinic (DVLC)
The Independence Project
With the assistance
of an Equal Justice
Works
Fellowship
sponsored by Greenberg Traurig, DVLC
has
launched
the
Independence Project,
a program through
which DVLC represents undocumented survivors of domestic
violence in U Visa and VAWA petitions.

The launch of the Independence Project not only creates additional resources
to meet the enormous immigration
needs in our community; it also has the
potential to impact eligibility standards
for U Visas. U Visa petitioners must
show that they have been victims of a
crime and that they have been helpful to
law enforcement. Given the unpredictable charging decisions by local law enforcement agencies, a strict interpreta-

tion of this standard (or a standard requiring
criminal prosecution) would undermine the
intent of the U Visa. EJW Fellow Ginger Tanton
is working to advocate that participation in the
civil order of protection process, along with
actions like filing police reports, qualify as cooperation with law enforcement for the purposes
of obtaining a U Visa.
Contact: Margaret Duval/ 312-325-9165/
mduval@dvlcchicago.org
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Programs & Projects
LAF
In-school Expungements: A New Model for Helping Young People Get a Fresh Start
LAF rolls out in-school juvenile expungement clinics, in collaboration with pro
bono counsel, which provide a new and
effective model for reaching young people to get a fresh start by providing them
with a clean record.
In early April 2014, LAF worked with DLA
Piper and the Association of Pro Bono Counsel
(APBCo) to hold two expungement clinics at
an alternative public school in Chicago (Peace
& Education Coaltion Accelerated High School).
Nearly 40 students met one-on-one with volunteer lawyers and paralegals to receive guidance about their juvenile records, expunge-

ment, and their rights when applying for jobs.

process to the students.

In alternative schools like Peace & Education,
even the students who have not been charged
with any offense may have been arrested as
juveniles, creating an arrest record that may
show up on background checks in Illinois for
employment or housing or be asked about in
college admissions applications.

LAF then held a similar in-school clinic in December at the Youth Connection Leadership
Academy and already has plans to hold six more
clinics, in collaboration with pro bono counsel, at
alternative public schools through May 2015.

Although expungement is an option, few
young people know about or understand these
laws. On the day of the clinic, the pro bono
volunteers received training and then met with
students, completed the necessary expungement petition paperwork, and explained the

Contact: Therese Edmiston/ 312-229-6308/
tedministon@lafchicago.org
Rich Cozzola/ 312-347-8356/ rcozzola@lafchicago.org

Lawyers’ Committee for Better Housing (LCBH)
Empirical and policy evaluation of the effect of foreclosure on Chicago rental housing
This capstone report, the fifth in the series, provides rental
foreclosure data by community area, and then looks beyond the
problems caused by foreclosure to focus on the planning tools
and community organizing tactics that have been devised to
stabilize Chicago’s rental housing stock.
The fifth annual Tenants in Foreclosure Report found that from 20092013, 22,674 Chicago apartment buildings entered foreclosure, impacting 68,300 units. Large banks and financial institutions continue to play
a predominant role in foreclosure filings and holdings. Over the past
five years, 10% of the banks and other financial institutions were responsible for 90% of all apartment building foreclosures. In 2013, 83%
of apartment building foreclosure sales resulted in REO (bank owned)
status. While apartment building foreclosure filing rates have slowed
since 2012—there was a 37% decrease in filings from the year before—

National Immigrant Justice Center
Unaccompanied Immigrant Children
NIJC responded to the dramatic increase in the number of unaccompanied immigrant children seeking protection in the United
States.
In 2014, the National Immigrant Justice Center (NIJC) responded to
the dramatic increase of Central American unaccompanied immigrant
children fleeing violence and seeking protection in the United States.
Given the dramatic influx in the number of children, NIJC created a project for pro bono attorneys to assist in conducting Know Your Rights
presentations to unaccompanied immigrant children in shelters throughout the Chicago area and at the Chicago Immigration Court. NIJC recruited and trained lawyers from law firms and legal departments to provide

still, in 2013 2,754 apartment buildings entered foreclosure, affecting
7,693 units. In 2013, all 10 of the community areas with the highest
number of units impacted by foreclosure were located on either the
South or West side. These communities have had an average of
21.2% of their rental units impacted by foreclosure since 2009, double the city-wide rate. Nine percent of 2013 eviction cases filed in
Chicago were foreclosure-related. Even though the law requires these
cases be sealed, of the 2,831 eviction cases LCBH identified as foreclosure-related in 2013, only 46% were sealed from the public record.
Citation: Chicago’s Foreclosure Crisis: Community Solutions to the Loss of Affordable
Rental
Housing
available
at
http://lcbh.org/sites/default/files/
resources/2013-LCBH-Foreclosure-Report.pdf
Contact: Mark Swartz/ 312-784-3520/ mswartz@LCBH.org

Know Your Rights presentations. In collaboration with pro bono attorneys, NIJC provided legal counsel to more than 4,000 unaccompanied
immigrant children and represented children seeking asylum and special immigrant juvenile visas. In addition, NIJC and its pro bono attorneys contributed to a national effort to provide legal counsel to mothers and their children who were detained in a remote detention center
in Artesia, New Mexico.
Contact: Mary Meg McCarthy/ 312-660-1351/ mmccarthy@heartlandalliance.org
Lisa Koop/ 312-660-1321/
lkoop@heartlandalliance.org
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The Law Project of the Chicago Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
Community Benefits Project
In 2014, The Law Project launched a
Community Benefits Project, embracing
a “community lawyering” model of
transactional legal services. This new
project provides free legal assistance to
coalitions of community based organizations engaged in Community Benefits
Agreement campaigns in Chicago.
In 2014, TLP hit the ground running with
its new Community Benefits Project. TLP’s
Outreach Coordinator, Andrea Ott, took on a
part-time Community Benefits Staff Attorney
position. Through this project, TLP provides

legal assistance to coalitions of community
based organizations advocating for Community Benefits Agreements (CBAs) with large
scale developers in Chicago. CBAs are contracts between broad-based community
coalitions and large-scale developers for
certain benefits to be retained in the development community, such as job training,
local hiring, living wages, affordable housing,
educational opportunities, and environmental protections. TLP's most substantial CBA
clients currently include the West Community Benefits Coalition (advocating for a CBA
for the Illinois Medical District Gateway project), and the Coalition for a Lakeside CBA
(advocating for a CBA in the 600+ acre
Lakeside Development project). This project

has been a shift in TLP's service model, as most of
the legal work is being done by TLP's staff attorney
(rather than pro bono volunteers), allowing TLP to
participate in a more hands-on "community lawyering" model of transactional legal services.
Contact: Andrea Ott/ 312-939-3638/
aott@thelawproject.org

Lawndale Christian Legal Center (LCLC)
LCLC Creates 4-hour Restorative Justice Training
The Illinois Juvenile Court Act embraces restorative justice
practices such as requiring courts to partner with communitybased services as alternatives to incarceration. Few community
members, however, know this is the law and lack the skills
needed to advocate for youth. LCLC has pioneered a 4-hour
comprehensive training that introduces community-based
youth advocates to the Juvenile Court Act and gives them
hands-on training in writing letters, testifying, and appearing in
court on behalf of youth, as well as introducing them to principles of restorative justice.
LCLC participated in CBF’s “Train the Trainer” seminar, which
equipped LCLC attorneys to create a restorative justice training titled,
“Legal Tools for Community-Based Youth Advocates.” This 4-hour
training was developed by LCLC attorneys to

educate community members about how they can best support
youth in the juvenile justice system. It provides a comprehensive
overview of the text of the Juvenile Court Act and the support community members can offer a young person during arrest, pre-trial
detention, trial, and sentencing. The training provides hands-on
training in speaking to a judge, writing letters in support of youth,
and testifying at a youth's sentencing hearing. Lastly, the training
provides an overview of restorative justice practices, culminating in
a peace circle for participants. LCLC has already trained approximately 50 staff and community members, and plans to train 240
residents of the Lawndale community in 2015.

LCLC’s 2014 Court Advocacy Apprenticeship
Fifteen court-involved youth spent the summer of 2014 immersed in LCLC’s Court Advocacy Apprenticeship. In addition
to learning valuable job skills, these fifteen youth led the
prosecution and defense of John Doe in two mock trials performed at the end of the summer – one held in the community
and the other held at Mayer Brown. Two Circuit Court of Cook
County juvenile judges presided over the mock trials as LCLC
youth presented their opening statements, called witnesses,
and completed their closing arguments. During the months of
preparation leading up to the mock trials, LCLC youth were
bused to major law firms downtown Chicago for various trial
advocacy trainings while other attorneys came to Lawndale to
prepare the youth for trial. By the end of summer, the fifteen
youth developed strong critical thinking skills, presentation

skills, and teamwork. For a video on the 2014 summer program,
please
visit:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=0aNcns5rbE4
LCLC’s Court Advocacy Apprenticeship provides LCLC youth with
part-time employment and job training for 20 hours a week over the
summer. Youth participating in the summer apprenticeship are
taught trial advocacy, criminal procedure, constitutional law, and civil
rights by some of the best lawyers in Chicago. Lawyers from big law
firms, small law firms, the public defender’s office, the state’s attorney’s office, judges, and solo practitioners teach youth opening
statements, closing arguments, direct/cross examinations, and rules
of evidence. The summer culminates in two mock trials led entirely
by the youth.
Contact: Cliff Nellis/ 773-762-6381/ cnellis@lclc.net
Danae Kovac/ 773-762-6383/ dkovac@lclc.net
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James B. Moran Center for Youth Advocacy
Equal Justice Fellow Attacks School-to-Prison Pipeline
Moran Center expands restorative and rehabilitative reach
through new staff and strategic partnerships

Moran Center Clears Records to Expand Employment Opportunities

In 2014, through the generous sponsorship of DLA Piper, LLP,
the Moran Center hired Maya Lentz, a recent graduate of Northwestern Law School, to lead an innovative, restorative justice
based project focused on dismantling the school-to-prison pipeline. Ms. Lentz's work integrates the Moran Center’s school based
problem solving and conflict resolution training programs with the
Center's direct legal representation in juvenile court, school discipline and special education disputes, as well as community education and outreach programs. The Moran Center also expanded its
successful alternative-to-suspension program for high school students to middle school children in 2014, providing a positive, skillbuilding alternative to punitive disciplinary measures that increase
the likelihood of involvement in the criminal justice system. For
more than 30 years, Moran Center lawyers and social workers
have worked to provide justice in the courtroom, access to the
classroom, and support within the community.

Since 2009, the Moran Center has operated an Expungement and
Sealing Help Desk at the Skokie Courthouse to help individuals overcome the barrier of a criminal record by sealing or expunging records,
clearing the path to improved employment, housing, and educational
opportunities. In 2014, dedicated Help Desk staff and volunteers served
more than 500 individuals. In addition, the Moran Center partnered with
the City of Evanston to expand the reach of the Help Desk through an
innovative Certificate of Rehabilitation Initiative. Through the Initiative,
City outreach workers connected qualified individuals unable to seal or
expunge past records who could benefit from alternative forms of relief
to a Moran Center attorney. Two Moran Center clients had clemency
petitions granted, in addition to others who applied for Certificates of
Good Conduct, Relief from Disability, or Health Care worker waivers.
Contact: Kathy Lyons/ 847-492-1410/ KLyons@moran-center.org

Cases, Class Actions & Systemic Litigation
Access Living
Condominium Building Renovates Common Space for Accessibility
Using the Fair Housing Act, Access Living
represented a couple that requested a
reasonable modification be made to a
common area of a condominium building.
As a result of the case, a chair lift was
installed and the common area is now
accessible to people that use mobility
devices.
With the help of pro bono co-counsel Katten
Muchin Rosenman, Access Living resolved a
case involving a couple that live in a condominium building. Just inside the front entrance to the building is a common area stairway that leads to all units. In 2012, the husband developed a disability and now uses a
wheelchair. Because of the stairway, it was

extraordinarily difficult to get him in and out
of the building. For medical appointments,
the Chicago Fire Department carried him in
and out of the building. For other trips,
children or friends helped carry him in and
out. Because of the strain, the husband
hardly ever left the building. The couple
retained Access Living for assistance. To
gain approval for installation of the chair lift
as a reasonable modification under the Fair
Housing Act, the couple needed approval
from the building because the condo board
had disbanded.
On the couple’s behalf,
Access Living sent a demand letter to all
unit owners. The letter asked the unit owners to approve installation of a chair lift on
the stairway, to be paid for by the couple,

as a reasonable modification. After overcoming resistance from some unit owners, the
chair lift was successfully installed. Now, the
couple can come and go as they please.

Contact: Ken Walden/ 312-640-2136/
Kwalden@accessliving.org
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Cases, Class Actions & Systemic Litigation
Chicago Alliance Against Sexual Exploitation (CAASE)
Successful Petitions for Survivors of Sex Trafficking Under the JVST Act
By obtaining vacatur of prostitution-related convictions for both male and female survivors of
sex trafficking in both Cook and DuPage Counties, CAASE continues to expand and grow the
impact of the Justice for Victims of Sex Trafficking Crimes Act for survivors throughout Illinois.
CAASE successfully petitioned in 2014 for the vacatur of prostitution convictions for two clients who are
survivors of sex trafficking using the Justice for Victims
of Sex Trafficking Crimes Act (JVST). In February,
CAASE staff attorneys Katherine Gaughan and

Sheerine Alemzadeh won vacatur of all prostitution
convictions and expungement and sealing of a number of prostitution-related convictions in the firstever JVST petition for a male survivor of sex trafficking. In representing a survivor who, in the eyes of
the court, may not fit the traditional image of a sex
trafficking victim and who had little corroborating
evidence of his trafficking, CAASE had to craft creative arguments under this as-yet rarely-used law.
After extensive work, CAASE attorneys not only won
vacatur for the client, but also received a finding
from the court that a motion to vacate under the

JVST may be granted
with only the victim's
credible testimony as
evidence. In December,
a pro bono attorney from Duane Morris LLP,
with CAASE Executive Director Kaethe Morris
Hoffer, obtained vacatur and expungement of
a client's prostitution convictions in the first
JVST petition ever filed in DuPage County.
Contact: Christine Evans/773-244-2230/

cme@caase.org

Catholic Charities Legal Assistance (CCLA)
Eviction Defense of a Person with Disabilities
Catholic Charities Legal Assistance Department defends a client
with disabilities in an eviction matter and collaborates with
social services to preempt future evictions.
As part of its commitment to reach individuals in underserved communities, Catholic Charities Legal Assistance Department (CCLA) conducts legal advice desks at locations that have a large unmet need for
legal services. At one of the advice desk locations, a client informed
the CCLA attorney that her landlord filed an eviction case against her
due to the condition of her unit.
CCLA attorneys recognized that the client’s limited mobility and combination of health conditions interfered with her ability to upkeep her

unit. With the client’s permission, CCLA made a
Catholic Charities intra-agency referral for social
service assistance. A Catholic Charities program immediately addressed the
condition of the client’s apartment.
Simultaneously, through the discovery process, CCLA discovered that the
landlord had waived its right to litigate the alleged violation of the lease.
CCLA filed a motion for Summary Judgment and the court dismissed the
eviction case.
To avoid future litigation over the same alleged violation, the client was
partnered with a program that provides services for people with disabilities.
Through CCLA’s eviction defense and collaboration with Catholic Charities
social services, the client was able to stay in her home.

Guardianship of Minors Involving Minors Eligible for Special Immigrant Juvenile Status
Through CCLA’s Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS) Initiative, a minor fleeing a violent household finds stability and
safety in Chicago.
The client sought CCLA’s help for her nephew, a child. He was the
son of her severely disabled sister who lived in the client’s country of
origin. Client’s nephew entered the United States without immigration documents to escape his father’s violence.
The minor’s father was an alcoholic who often beat his son or
whipped him with a belt. The minor’s mother suffered from a disability causing her to be unable to physically protect her son. The school

authorities in the minor’s country of origin had observed the bruises on his
body, but did nothing to protect him.
Under its SIJS Initiative, CCLA represented the client in a guardianship
matter. CCLA demonstrated that the nephew suffered abuse by his father and
his mother was unable to protect him. The attorney also proved that it was
in the child’s best interest to live with his aunt and that she be appointed as
his legal guardian. CCLA obtained a state court order that enabled the minor
to qualify for Special Immigrant Juvenile Status. Upon obtaining the predicate state order, CCLA’s partner, the National Immigrant Justice Center, represented the minor in his pending removal proceedings. The minor is now in a
safe environment, free from the violence of his abusive father.
Contact: Hilda Bahena/ 312-948-6983/ hbahena@catholiccharities.net

The Law Project of the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless (CCH)
Protecting Homeless Persons from Police Seizure and Destruction of Property
The City of Chicago issued a new policy
which protects the rights of homeless
persons on the street to retain their possessions free from immediate confiscation
or destruction by the Chicago Police or
Streets and Sanitation, subject to certain
criteria.
The Law Project of CCH, with the Chicago
Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
and the firm of Hughes Socol Piers Resnick &
Dym, drafted a federal complaint on behalf of
17 homeless persons and negotiated an agreement with the City of Chicago to protect the
rights of homeless persons living on Lower

Wacker Drive and under Wilson Ave/Lakeshore
Drive. The agreement (1) protects the vital
possessions of homeless persons from seizure
and disposal by the City; and (2) provides
through the City Department of Family and
Support Services intensive case management,
assistance with services, and priority for housing to the homeless persons represented. A
new City of Chicago policy provides for written
and oral notice of street cleanings, details a
process for identifying and removing objectionable items or those which are viewed as
abandoned, and clarifies what items must
remain undisturbed by the police or city workers. Written and oral notice must be provided

by the City before cleanings are initiated, a
regular schedule is established, and items selected for disposal must be marked with a written notice 7 days prior to actual disposal. Compensation for destroyed property was also secured. The
new Policy can be found at
www.chicagohomeless.org.
Contact: Laurene Heybach / 312641-4140/
lheybach@yahoo.com
Patricia Nix-Hodes/
312-641-4140/
pnixhodes@yahoo.com
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Domestic Violence Legal Clinic (DVLC)
DVLC's client-centered legal services resulted in the issuance
of an order of protection for a limited English proficient client.
DVLC’s client Asim recently immigrated from Egypt with her husband and three children. Her husband Anwar had severely abused
her throughout the course of their marriage, kicking and punching
her on an almost daily basis. With the assistance of an advocacy
agency that focuses on working with immigrants, Asim sought the
assistance of DVLC, using the referring agency's services for interpreting as needed.
Ultimately, Asim wanted to maintain contact with her
husband with the condition that he undergo counseling.
DVLC attorney Lindsay Hawley negotiated an order of
protection that prohibited Anwar from further abuse of
Asim and required him to attend counseling. Most importantly, Asim had a positive experience with the legal
system, achieving the outcome that she had chosen.
She is also aware of her options in the event that Anwar violates the
order and is connected to a network of legal and social services that
can provide future support.

A survivor of domestic violence and her infant daughter are protected from further abuse with a plenary order of protection that
addresses a range of their safety-related needs.
Paula had been abused by her boyfriend Joshua for almost the entire
duration of their four-year relationship. He had punched and strangled her
and beat her head against the wall. Paula ended the relationship shortly
after he shook their infant daughter because she wouldn't stop crying.
Months later, Joshua continued to harass Paula during his limited
visits with the baby. In October, he attacked her during a visitation exchange, strangling her on her bed next to her baby. Paula
persuaded him to leave, but he remained outside her home for
hours, screaming and throwing rocks.
Paula filed a police report and came to the Domestic Violence
Courthouse for an order of protection. Assisted by DVLC attorney
Liz Ptacek, she received an emergency order of protection and
later, a plenary order of protection that awards her temporary
legal custody and requires that Joshua's visits with the baby take place at
a supervised visitation facility. Paula and her daughter are now on a path
to stability, free from the ever-present fear that Joshua had caused for so
long.
Contact: Margaret Duval/ 312-325-9165/ mduval@dvlcchicago.org

Family Defense Center (FDC)
Ashley M. v. DCFS Class Action
The class action will result in expungement of several thousand class members'
names from the State Central Register for
child neglect, and the new rules will prevent tens of thousands of future cases,
including allegations of neglect against
domestic violence victims.
Ashley M. and the ensuing rulemaking Family Defense Center (FDC) led are the most
recent phases of litigation and legislative efforts begun in FDC’s offices in 2009 to chal-

lenge the void rule the Department of Children
& Family Services (DCFS) had adopted in 2001
without legislative authority. The FDC, with
Jenner and Block attorneys, filed Ashley M. in
September 2013, after DCFS refused for
months to take any action to adopt new rules
in conformity with 2012 legislation that the
FDC had helped to draft and after the Illinois
Supreme Court declared the "environment
injurious" rule (Allegation #60) to be void in
the individual appeal, Julie Q. v. DCFS.
As a result of the FDC’s multi-strategy work
and persistence in the legislative arena, the
courts, and the rulemaking process, in which
the FDC enlisted post-Skadden fellow Sara

Block, all while representing dozens of individual clients, the FDC was able to secure an
unprecedented rule that will prevent investigations of domestic violence victims, persons
with mental health disabilities, and other parents whose status made them vulnerable to
overbroad "environment injurious” allegations.
Citation: Ashley M. v.

DCFS, 2013 CH 20278
(Atkins, David, Chancery Division)
Contact: Diane L. Redleaf/ 312-251-9800x11/
dianeredleaf@gmail.com
Melissa Staas/ 312-251-9800x12/
melissa@familydefensecenter.net

Federal Civil Rights Suit Exposes Illegal Policies and Practices
A federal lawsuit filed by the FDC seeks
redress for violations of clients’ fundamental rights to familial association while
also seeking to advance the constitutional
rights of all mothers and children to not
be separated or placed in harm’s way by
the Department of Children & Family Services (DCFS) through coercive and illegal
policies.
Rochelle Vermeulen stood up to her abusive
boyfriend to protect herself and their infant
twins. Little did she know when she and the
children fled the abuse that she would face a
miscarriage of justice at the hands of the Illinois child welfare system. Thanks to the FDC’s

advocacy, Rochelle and her twins were finally
reunited after being separated for seven weeks,
while the twins were placed with the family of
her abuser.
Rochelle’s and her twins’ story illustrates a
“perfect storm” of three sets of illegal policies
and practices used by DCFS that deprived them
of their constitutional rights to familial association. The federal lawsuit takes aim at these
very policies: (1) the policy of threatening parents with separation from their children and
coercing so-called safety plans in the absence of
probable cause or an emergency, in violation of
standards set by the 7th Circuit in Hernandez v.
Foster; (2) the practice of taking children into
quasi-foster care settings and treating the quasi
-foster parents as if they had lawful foster par-

ent status, in violation of federal and state
law; and (3) the practice of using a legally
void policy, Allegation 60, to unlawfully treat a
domestic violence victim as a child neglector.
Citation: A.B., et al. v. Holliman, et al., No. 1:14-cv07897 (N.D. Ill.)
Contact: Diane Redleaf/ 312-251-9800 x11/
diane@familydefensecenter.net
Sara Gilloon/ 312-251-9800 x25/
sara@familydefensecenter.net
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LAF
Unemployment Insurance and Civil Rights Litigation
A municipal employee who sued his former employer in
federal court for retaliatory discharge was not bound by a
state administrative determination denying him unemployment benefits, even though that determination was eventually affirmed by the state appellate court.
The Illinois Unemployment Insurance Act provides that "no
finding, determination, decision, ruling or order . . . issued pursuant to this Act ... shall ... constitute res judicata.” 820 ILCS
405/1900(B). However, the lower federal court dismissed the
employee's lawsuit relying on an adverse finding made by the
state agency hearing his claim for unemployment benefits, based
on the erroneous view that the statute did not apply once the
administrative finding was upheld by a court on appeal. The 7th

Circuit reversed, relying on both the language and purpose of the Illinois
statue – to encourage speedy and simple adjudication of unemployment
claims. As a result of this holding, employees may pursue their unemployment claims in the administrative process without fearing that a finding
made in that process could jeopardize their claims against the employer for
violation of their civil rights.
Citation: Council v. Vill. of Dolton, 764 F.3d 747 (7th Cir. 2014)
Contact: Miriam Hallbauer/ 312-229-6360/ mhallbau@lafchicago.org

Published Appellate Opinion Will Benefit Unrepresented Tenants
The Illinois Appellate Court ruled in a published opinion
that a pro se tenant may vacate an "agreed" order of possession because there was no meeting of the minds between the parties where the tenant mistakenly thought the
landlord had agreed to let her stay if she paid the past due
rent.
The Illinois Appellate Court ruled in a published opinion that a
pro se tenant may vacate an "agreed" order of possession because there was no meeting of the minds between the parties
where the tenant mistakenly thought the landlord had agreed to
let her stay if she paid the past due rent. In reversing the trial
court's decision to deny the tenant's motion to vacate an agreed

order, the appellate court set forth a new and liberal "substantial justice"
standard for vacating agreed orders.
The appellate opinion will not only make it easier to vacate agreed orders
that do not accurately reflect a pro se litigant's understanding of an agreement; it will encourage forcible judges to ensure that both parties understand the order's material terms before entering such agreed orders of possession. Given the fact that the majority of forcible actions involve pro se
defendants and are resolved through agreed orders, this opinion has the
potential to help literally thousands of low-income tenants in Illinois.
Citation: Draper & Kramer, LLC v. King, 2014 IL App (1st) 132073
Contact: Lawrence Wood/ 312/347-8330 / lwood@lafchicago.org

Lawndale Christian Legal Center (LCLC)
LCLC Forces Dismissal of Juvenile Cases
Youth of color on the west side of Chicago report that they are regularly stopped and searched by police without evidence tha t
they have committed a crime. This creates negative police/community interactions, and most importantly, violates the rights of
citizens. Two LCLC cases show that hard work and aggressive advocacy can hold police accountable for their unlawful searches
and result in dismissals of cases for affected youth.
Two LCLC youth, one 16 and one 17, were stopped blocks from their homes by police. The first youth was running away from guns hots to get
home to his mother. The second youth was simply standing on the sidewalk with friends. In both cases, police aggressively pursued the youth in
cars, placed them in handcuffs, and searched them with no reasonable suspicion or probable cause of any involvement with a cr ime. Through
motions to quash arrest for probable cause, LCLC attorneys were able to hold officers accountable for not having any reason to stop these youth,
and ultimately, quashed the youths' arrests and caused the dismissal of their cases.
Contact: Cliff Nellis/ 773-762-6381/ cnellis@lclc.net
Danae Kovac/ 773-762-6383/ dkovac@lclc.net
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Lawyers’ Committee for Better Housing (LCBH)
Written Circuit Court Opinion Requiring Banks to Honor Long-Term Leases
Five years after Congress enacted the Protecting Tenants at Foreclosure Act (PTFA),
banks continued to ignore some of the protections it provided. LCBH worked to ensure that banks were forced to honor longterm leases.
Despite knowing that the renters had a lease
in effect into 2015, Fannie Mae nonetheless
pursued an eviction action against a family that
signed a three-year lease, arguing that the lease
should not be honored in full because it was
entered into after the bank initiated the foreclosure case against the tenants' former landlord.
Despite Congress' clear statement in the Protect-

ing Tenants at Foreclosure Act (PTFA) that a
lease entered into prior to the bank taking ownership of the property must be honored through
its full term (with limited exceptions), Fannie
Mae attempted to forcibly evict the tenants prior
to the expiration of the lease, relying on the
Illinois Mortgage Foreclosure Law (IMFL) that
limits to one year leases entered into after the
initiation of the foreclosure case. LCBH litigated
the matter on the renter’s behalf, obtaining a
ruling allowing the tenants to remain in their
home based on the fact that the PTFA superseded Illinois law. Fannie Mae has filed for reconsideration.

Citation: ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S CROSS
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND DENYING
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, Judge
Alfredo Maldonado, Circuit Court of Cook County (case
sealed, redacted order available on request)
Contact:
Mark
mswartz@LCBH.org

Swartz/

312-784-3520/

Life Span
Sapic v. ES
This matter is significant because it illustrates a common
phenomenon, an abuser using the legal system to exercise
power and control in a relationship. In this case, the husband
used his resources to further abuse his wife, resources his
wife did not have access to. Fortunately, she found Life Span.
ES called Life Span (LS) in early 2014 because her abusive husband had attempted to abduct their 3 year old daughter on Mother's
Day. On Mother's Day, the abuser and his long-time friend, who was
a family law attorney at a prominent law firm in Chicago, arranged
for ES to be served via special process server with the divorce papers. The husband then refused to return the daughter to her mother. ES spent several hours searching for her
daughter and, after police intervention, her daughter was returned to her. Recently, the abuser took

both children out of state to spend time with a relative. During the trip,
abuser left the relative’s home with the children and was arrested for driving under the influence while the children were in the vehicle. The children
were then placed in DCFS custody in California. Upon discovering the
children's whereabouts, the Life Span attorney immediately intervened
with the California Department of Child and Family Services. LS’ client was
granted authorization to pick up her children from the group home where
they had been placed. The LS attorney immediately filed a Petition for
Temporary Custody and now both minor children are in the client’s legal
possession.
Citation: Sapic v. ES, 14 D4389

Fabriek v. KT
Life Span was able to provide holistic services
to a long-time victim of domestic violence, winning her residential custody of her toddler and convincing the Court to
rule against the recommendations of a GAL and 604(b) evaluator, whose biases regarding class and poverty tainted their
work in the case.
KT found Life Span after her abuser filed petitions for orders of
protection and a custody case against her. After a hearing, LS succeeded in having the petitions dismissed. KT’s abuser then filed an
Emergency Petition for Custody, with no notice to KT. The abuser
obtained an order for temporary custody and came with the police,
taking the 2 year old child. LS demanded a hearing. The order was
vacated and the child was returned to KT. The abuser tried three
more times to obtain emergency custody. A GAL and 604(b) evaluator were appointed. The abuser is college-educated. KT grew up in

an abusive family and lives in public housing. This was held against her by
the GAL and the evaluator. LS provided counseling to KT for the PTSD she
suffered from the abuse. KT lives in a “bad” neighborhood and does not
work full-time, yet she maintains a stable home. Although the abuser was
never involved in the child’s life, the GAL recommended custody to him.
The GAL ridiculed KT’s modest apartment, displaying his prejudice and lack
of understanding of the realities of poverty. LS highlighted these injustices.
The judge doubted the GAL’s word, a truly rare occurrence, saying that
KT’s poverty was not an issue. After a 5-day trial, KT won custody.
Citation: Fabriek v. KT, 12 D 79110
Contact: Denice Wolf Markham/ 312-408-1210/ dmarkham@life-span.org
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National Immigrant Justice Center (NIJC)
NIJC Helped Stop Discriminatory Law Enforcement
The Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) recently ended the “Secure Communities program” in which local law enforcement agencies were deputized to enforce
immigration law. In its decision, DHS specifically cited to NIJC's lawsuits.
NIJC engaged in litigation to help stop discriminatory law enforcement against immigrants
through the federal government’s “Secure Communities program,” in which local law enforcement agencies were deputized to enforce immigration law, despite lack of training and the risk
of increased racial and ethnic profiling. Specifically, NIJC filed two lawsuits, Jimenez-Moreno v.

Napolitano (N.D. Ill.) and Makowski v. U.S.A.
(N.D. Ill.), challenging the program and the
use of immigration “detainers” to hold individuals in local jails following traffic stops
and minor crimes.
NIJC also submitted an amicus brief in a
case in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit, arguing that the Secure Communities program was unconstitutional. As
a result of NIJC’s litigation and state and
local ordinances to prohibit the use of immigration detainers, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) announced in November
the decision to end the “Secure Communities
program.” In DHS’s memorandum announc-

ing the end of the program, DHS specifically
cited NIJC’s litigation. This will ensure that
thousands of immigrants will not face arrest,
detention, deportation, and permanent separation from their families.
Citation: Jimenez-Moreno v. Napolitano (N.D. Ill.);
Makowski v. U.S.A. (N.D. Ill.)
Contact: Mary Meg
McCarthy/ 312-660-1351/
mmccarthy@heartlandalliance.org

Roger Baldwin Foundation of the ACLU of Illinois (ACLU)
Monitoring the Illinois Child Welfare System
The ACLU is working to create a community mental health system that will treat Illinois' foster children in cost-effective, comforting home environments, rather than the harmful and dysfunctional residential facilities currently in use.

erbated by the "revolving door" of leadership over the past two years. The
ACLU is in the midst of negotiations with DCFS to address profound deficiencies in services and placements for children with serious mental health and
behavioral needs, as made public recently by the Chicago Tribune exposé.
ACLU attorneys will soon return to court to protect reforms that have been
made and to force the state to develop community mental health services
and placements for the children in its custody.

The ACLU’s efforts to reform the Department of Children and Family
Services (DCFS) began in 1988, when it filed the landmark lawsuit, B.H.
Citation: B.H., et al. v. Gregg, 88 C 5599 (N.D. Ill.)
v. Gregg. After a long court battle, the ACLU secured a court-approved
agreement that required widespread reform of the foster care system. Contact: Benjamin Wolf/ 312-201-9740
After a sad history, DCFS began making strides under the agreement.
ext. 320/ bwolf@aclu-il.org
Unfortunately some parts of that progress has been halted and, in
some cases, reversed. The problems created by budget cuts were exac-

Reforming the Cook County Juvenile Temporary Detention Center
Vastly improved conditions at the Cook County Juvenile Temporary Detention Center (JTDC) are now in place, thanks to
the reforms the ACLU secured in Jimmy Doe v. Cook County.
Yet potential population increases signal a need for expanded
diversionary programs for juveniles.
In 1999, the ACLU challenged the JTDC’s alarming conditions of
neglect, many of them caused by overcrowding and lack of resources.
After nearly 8 years of successful reforms under Transitional Administrator Earl Dunlap (whom the ACLU persuaded the court to appoint to
manage JTDC operations), the detention center now is far safer for
the thousands of young people that pass through its doors each year.

The ACLU is now working with
Mr. Dunlap and the court to begin
the process of transferring facility management to a permanent Superintendent. The ACLU is closely overseeing the transition of administrative
authority, especially in the wake of its successful legislative reforms to
allow more 17 year old alleged offenders to be processed in the juvenile
court system instead of being processed as adults. The ACLU is working to
ensure that the JTDC population remains at manageable levels, and that
teens placed there will receive the services they need to benefit from juvenile court intervention.
Citation: Jimmy Doe, et al. v. Cook County, et al., 99 C 3945 (N.D. Ill.)
Contact: Benjamin Wolf/ 312-201-9740 ext. 320/ bwolf@aclu-il.org

Improving the Illinois Juvenile Justice System
The ACLU secured a detailed remedial plan mandating improvements to the Illinois Department of Juvenile Justice's care and
treatment of young prisoners. Under the plan, ACLU attorneys
have helped DJJ officials develop better policies and practices
to create a more rehabilitative environment.
In 2012, the ACLU initiated R.J. v. Jones, which challenged the woefully inadequate educational and medical services, excessive solitary
confinement and violence, and continued detention of young people
solely because of a lack of community placements for them. In April

2014, the court approved the proposed remedial plan submitted jointly by
the ACLU and the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ), which requires DJJ
to provide sufficient educational services, including a 5 hour school day
and specific student-teacher ratios; an increase in supervised activities;
improved mental health; and other rehabilitative services. The plan also
bars punitive solitary confinement, and requires a number of new policies
around staffing requirements, protection of LGBT youth, and coordinating
care of the young people upon release to the community.
Citation: R.J., et al. v. Jones, 12 C 7289 (N.D. Ill.)
Contact: Adam Schwartz/ 312-201-9740 ext. 316/ aschwartz@aclu-il.org
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Uptown People’s Law Center (UPLC)
Juvenile Justice – Parole Violation Hearings
For the first time, children facing incarceration through parole revocation proceedings will be represented by counsel at State expense.
Several decades ago, the US Supreme Court held that while not everyone facing parole revocation was entitled to an attorney, those who by virtue
of their age, mental capacity, or the complexity of the charges (or defenses) were unlikely to be able to adequately represent themselves were entitled to attorneys. The Court specifically mentioned juveniles as a category which should be represented.
Despite this decades old ruling, Illinois has never appointed a lawyer to represent anyone, adult or child, at a parole revocation hearing. As a result,
the "hearings" that were held were not recognizable as adverse proceedings where people's freedom was at stake. The Uptown Pe ople's Law Center
and the MacArthur Justice Center at Northwestern filed three cases (one on preliminary parole revocation hearings in Cook County, one on parole
revocation hearings for adults statewide, and one on parole revocation hearings for children statewide).
As a result of the settlement, starting January 1, 2015, every child facing parole revocation in Illinois will be appointed a free attorney. (Note: CGLA
is among those which will be appointed.)
Citation: MH v. Monreal, 12 CV 8523 (N.D. Ill.)

Contact: Alan Mills/ 773-769-1411/ alanmills@comcast.net

Policy Changes & Legislation
Aids Legal Council of Chicago (ALCC)
Fighting Insurance Discrimination and Projecting Confidentiality
AIDS Legal regularly engages with legislators and community partners on various policy efforts in order to improve the lives of
those impacted by HIV all across Illinois. This
has become especially critical during major
changes to state systems of eligibility, delivery, and coordination of healthcare. In 2014,
AIDS Legal was instrumental in the passage
of an important amendment to the Illinois
AIDS Confidentiality Act to ensure continued
patient confidentiality and worked to ensure
that insurance companies not be allowed to
discriminate against people with HIV. The
Illinois AIDS Confidentiality Act amendment
allows use of electronic records for people

who have HIV by creating an ‘opt in’ mechanism to the Illinois Health Information Exchange (HIE). The Exchange is a computerized
network that allows any medical provider who
is a member of HIE to access all of their patient’s records that are part of the HIE. This
means that vital patient information won’t fall
through the cracks. The amendment was required because without it, HIV records could
not be shared on the HIE without a written
consent from the patient every time any doctor
wanted to access patients records. Meanwhile,
with the implementation of the Affordable Care
Act, AIDS Legal unfortunately found clear evidence that some insurance companies have

been engaging in discriminatory practices by
denying HIV medications, something that endangers the lives of people with HIV. AIDS Legal’s
advocacy – in conjunction with its friends at AIDS
Foundation of Chicago, Jenner & Block, the Illinois
Dept. of Insurance, and the Governor’s office –
helped make Illinois the first state in the nation to
issue an explicit prohibition on discrimination
against people with HIV in health insurance plans.
While this was a big victory for people with HIV
and their families, we must remain ever vigilant
as insurers may find new ways to discriminate
against patients with HIV.
Contact: Ruth Edwards/ 312- 605-1970/
ruth@aidslegal.com

Expanding Access to Early Intervention
High-quality Early Intervention (EI) programs consistently lead to improvements in
kindergarten readiness, as well as higher
graduation rates, lower rates of incarceration,
and less need for special education services in
the long term. While Marie O. v. Edgar federal
class action established the legal right to
these services under the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act for all eligible infants and toddlers in 1996, many families
struggle to access timely and appropriate
services for their young children, let alone

engage in litigation to resolve denials or disputes. The Chicago Medical-Legal Partnership
for Children successfully spearheaded legislation that extends “stay-put” protections in Early
Intervention where a request for mediation,
due process, or a state complaint has been
filed. But more importantly, as an outcome of
this legislation, the Chicago Medical-Legal Partnership for Children worked to develop a
Voucher/Reimbursement policy for EI services
so eligible children won’t have to languish on
waitlists. The development of this policy was

extraordinary in that it was truly crafted by a
diverse set of stakeholders – including CFC managers, EI Bureau, providers, parent liaisons, and
advocates; it has been approved by the EI Coordinating Council and we are awaiting EI Bureau’s
work on an implementation plan, along with communications to EI parents that services must be
provided within 30 days of IFSP development.
Con t a ct :
Am y
amy@aidslegal.com

Zi m m e rm an /

312-605-1963/
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Aids Legal Council of Chicago (ALCC)
Improving Transitions for Youth with Disabilities
Through its participation in the Attorney General’s Advisory Committee on Special Education,
the Chicago Medical-Legal Partnership for Children helped author a white paper entitled “Proposal
to Integrate Federal, State and Local Resources for Special Education Youth in Transition” which
details recommendations to ensure that Special Education students are formally linked to viable
state and community services prior to exiting high school through a state-wide intergovernmental
case management program for transition-age youth and young adults.
Contact: Sarah O’Connor/ 312-605-1945/ sarah@aidslegal.com

Cabrini Green Legal Aid (CGLA)
The End of an Era....and Hopefully Beginning of Another
Governor Quinn granted a second chance to hundreds of people
in Illinois through his pardon power, opening doors to a brighter future for them and their families.
For many people, a pardon from the Governor is the only way to
move forward in their lives from a past conviction, through the clemency process. When Governor Quinn took office in 2009, his predecessor had completely ignored that responsibility, and as a result, left
2,500 pending clemency petitions on his desk. Governor Quinn had
two choices – start the slate clean by denying all pending requests, or
do what he was empowered to do and start making decisions. He
chose the latter because of his firm belief in redemption and second

chances. After steadily working through the backlog during his tenure
(another 750 or so were filed each year), his team went all in during his
last six weeks in office. In the end, almost 1,900 pardons were granted,
resulting in a 38% success rate for petitioners state-wide. CGLA had 252
amazing people given the opportunity for a fresh start, and ultimately,
68% of the organization’s clients had a favorable decision. We were fortunate for the governor's leadership and have high hopes that the new administration will continue on this path.

The Law Project of the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless (CCH)
Access to Health Care for Unaccompanied Minors
CCH drafted and introduced successful legislation amending
the Illinois Consent by Minors to Medical Procedures Act
granting unaccompanied minors ages 14-18 the right to
consent to their own outpatient health care services. The
law went into effect on October 1, 2014.
In fall of 2013, physicians at school-based health clinics located
in Chicago Public Schools (CPS) approached CPS and the Law
Project with their growing concerns about their inability to treat
minors who were living without a parent or legal guardian for
simple ailments like strep throat or minor injuries because they
lacked a legal guardian to consent to the treatment on their behalf.
The Law Project determined that current avenues for assisting
unaccompanied minors access health care, such as partial emancipation, were inadequate for the majority of unaccompanied homeless youth. The Law Project drafted and introduced legislation to
address the issue into the Illinois General Assembly, which was
sponsored by Representative Greg Harris and Senator Heather
Steans.

The bill passed both chambers and was signed into law in June 2014. The
law allows unaccompanied minors ages 14-18 to consent to outpatient health
care services on their own behalf if they are identified in writing as unaccompanied by one of a number of different agencies that work with this population. The law was modeled on similar laws in other states, such as Indiana
and Maryland, and is estimated to impact approximately 7,000 youth in Illinois.
Citation: 410 ILCS 210/1.5
Contact: Graham Bowman/ 312-641-4140/
graham@chicagohomeless.org
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Family Defense Center (FDC)
Defeat of Legislation (SB2798) that Sought to Override Appellate Court Decision In re Yohan K.
The Cook County State’s Attorney proposed
legislation (SB2798) sought to codify a
"constellation of injuries" as prima facie
evidence of child abuse. This bill would
have wrongly subjected hundreds of Illinois
children to foster care when, in fact, the
injuries in question were due to accident or
medical conditions.
In the FDC's landmark 2013 case, In re Yohan
K., the Illinois Appellate Court overturned a
juvenile court finding of abuse that had been
entered based upon the presence of a so-called
"constellation of injuries" (i.e., intracranial and
retinal hemorrhages, and a suspected fracture).
The highly-credentialed medical experts who
testified on behalf of the parents had explained

that Yohan suffered from multiple medical
conditions, not abuse. The Appellate Court
ruled that relying on the "constellation" theory, whereby the mere presence of a group of
injuries is deemed diagnostic for abuse, is
"akin to relieving the State of its burden of
proof." Approximately 6 months following this
precedence-setting opinion, the Cook County
State's Attorney proposed SB2798, seeking to
legislatively overrule the Appellate Court by
codifying the presence of a "constellation of
injuries" as prima facie evidence of abuse.
The FDC spearheaded nation-wide opposition
to the bill, in which 30 separate individuals
and agencies formally opposed the legislation.
The CBA's Legislative Committee recommended that the CBA also formally oppose the bill.

These efforts resulted in the bill's sponsor dropping this damaging and misguided legislation.
Citation: SB2798; In re Yohan K., 2013 IL App (1st)
123472
Contact: Melissa L. Staas/ 312-251-9800x12/
melissa@familydefensecenter.net
Diane L. Redleaf/ 312-251-9800x11/
dianeredleaf@gmail.com

First Defense Legal Aid (FDLA)
Cost Savings Report
FDLA commissioned a “Cost Savings Report” finding that the total fiscal savings
for Cook County would be between $12.7
and $43.9 million dollars a year if arrestees had access to a defense attorney
within 24 hours of arrest (not including
those released without charges and not
jailed by Cook County).
FDLA’s “Cost Savings Report" is a step toward policy change in persuading city leaders
of the utility of station-house defense, since in
addition to the money saved each year, access to counsel in the first 24 hours after

arrest is in the interest of justice. The report
found arrestees’ Constitutional rights are better served as they almost always waive their
right to counsel while under arrest because
there seems to be no possibility of retaining
an attorney during the initial 48-72 hours of
custody. Cook County prosecutors are on call
24 hours a day for case review, while the
Public Defender is not available to arrestees
during this initial period. Station-house defense also addresses concerns for the human
rights and moral implications of mass incarceration, wrongful convictions, false confessions, use of force, police interrogation tactics,

and various methods that overreach or extend
beyond conventional investigative techniques.
Access to early legal counsel may serve as a
deterrent to future misconduct if officers know
that defense attorneys can meet with their clients, gather evidence and statements, and assess claims of brutality within 24 hours of arrest.
The report points out that the savings come with
only a shift in the timing and not the quality or
type of representation.
Contact: Eliza Solowiej/ 773-354-8581/
eliza@first-defense.org

Questioning of Juveniles in Police Custody
FDLA petitioned CPD Legal Affairs to
clarify procedures in a memo stating
juveniles have a right to have an attorney speak to them during custodial interrogation, in addition to having a parent present. Prior to the memo, investigators had denied attorneys access to
juveniles if a parent was present or denied access.
The clarification memo regarding the questioning of juveniles in the custody of the
Chicago Police Department was read at all
roll calls for 7 consecutive days. In prior
months, police detectives and other investigators had denied access to attorneys sent to
advise juveniles of their rights under the U.S.
and Illinois Constitutions, citing that if a par-

ent was present an attorney would not also be
permitted to see the client. The investigators'
misunderstanding of the law was clarified in a
June 26, 2014 memo detailing that "the presence of a parent does not preclude a visit
from an attorney and both shall be permitted
to see the juvenile." Even if a parent refuses
an attorney on behalf of a juvenile, the juvenile maintains an independent right to counsel.
The memo also made it clear that an arrestee
or person in custody “will be informed any
time a lawyer appears (or a parent appears in
cases involving a juvenile) and requests to
see the subject, regardless of the fact that the
subject had previously waived their right to
have an attorney present. In addition, the
person to be questioned shall have an opportunity to have the lawyer or parent present

during any subsequent questioning if they so
desire.”
Contact: Eliza Solowiej/ 773-354-8581/
eliza@first-defense.org
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Policy Changes & Legislation
Lawyers’ Committee for Better Housing (LCBH)
Sealing Foreclosure-Related Evictions
General Order 2014-3 ensures that the law
requiring sealing of foreclosure-related
evictions is consistently followed, and clarifies that these records shall be sealed at
the beginning of the case so that these
eviction records will not harm the renting
prospects or reputation of tenants.

tion of Judge E. Kenneth Wright, the Presiding have on renters seeking new housing. Prior to
Judge of the First Municipal District of the Circuit this order, not only was sealing not being conCourt of Cook County.
sistently ordered, but judges were reluctant to
seal until the end of a case, which allowed
Judge Wright responded with a general order these evictions to get picked up by credit reoutlining procedures to ensure that all new post- porting agencies and other tenant blacklists.
foreclosure eviction filings are identified and
sealed at the beginning of the case, that all Citation: General Order 2014-3, In the Circuit Court of
pending post-foreclosure eviction cases are Cook County, Illinois, First Municipal District, E. Kensealed, and that all older post-foreclosure evic- neth Wright, Jr., Presiding Judge
tion cases filed after August 26, 2008 (when the
Contact: Mark Swartz/ 312-784-3520/
sealing protections first went into effect) will be
mswartz@LCBH.org
back-sealed.

Illinois law requires that the court file of an
eviction action brought for termination of tenancy after foreclosure shall be placed under seal.
However, data from LCBH’s monitoring of Cook
County foreclosure-related evictions show that
more than half remain unsealed. These findings,
This goes a long way to correct—at least in
published in LCBH’s 2013 Annual Tenants in
Cook County—the harm that eviction records
Foreclosure Report, were brought to the atten-

Sargent Shriver National Center on Poverty Law
HUD Finds Violation of Fair Housing Laws
In response to complaints filed by the Shriver Center on
behalf of two former residents of Jericho Circle and a complaint filed by HOPE Fair Housing Center, the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) issued a letter notifying the Aurora Housing Authority (AHA) that it is in violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act, and the Fair Housing Act. HUD based its
findings on AHA’s demolition and redevelopment plans for the
Jericho Circle public housing project, which comprised nearly
22% of the public housing available in Aurora, Illinois. This is
the first time that HUD has found a violation of fair housing
laws based on a housing authority’s failure to redevelop public housing. In the spring of 2014 all parties settled the case,
resulting in a commitment to replace the demolished family
public housing in communities of opportunity in Aurora.

Illinois Residents Take Advantage of the Affordable Care Act (ACA)
The benefits of the Affordable Care Act, one of the most significant antipoverty measures since the 1960's War on Poverty, took hold in Illinois starting
January 1, 2014. The Shriver Center worked to assure that Illinois individuals
and families enrolled in either public or private health insurance, now available
due to the Medicaid expansion and the ACA's insurance reforms and subsidies.
The Shriver Center worked to educate legal advocates about the nuts and bolts
of the new ACA coverages. Working with the Illinois health care marketplace,
Get Covered Illinois (GCI), and other not for profits, the Shriver Center trained
over 1,500 navigators to do outreach and enrollment assistance to uninsured
individuals and families. The Shriver Center also operated HelpHub, an online
technical assistance center where over 1,800 Illinois enrollment specialists
share their concerns and questions about ACA enrollment and have them answered quickly by policy experts and state and national policymakers. The
Shriver Center drew on the experience in Illinois to identify problems with the
ACA rollout to federal officials and had many of those problems solved. As of
the end of December 2014, 540,000 Illinois residents had enrolled in the new
adult Medicaid program. The marketplace enrolled 217,000 people for 2014
coverage.
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Policy Changes & Legislation
Sargent Shriver National Center on Poverty Law
Multiple Economic and Workplace Justice Wins Lead to Better Futures for Illinoisans
Working in coalition with several partners and policy makers, the Shriver Center successfully advocated for several Illinois economic
and workplace policies which will positively impact the lives of individuals and families with low- incomes.

Workplace Violence Protection Act. Effective July 16, 2014, the Workplace Violence Protection Act was amended to provide some protections for
survivors of domestic or sexual violence, including requiring employers to notify and consult with survivors before petitioning the court for a protective
order, and to provide remedies for employers’ violations of the Act.
Reasonable Accommodations for Pregnant Workers. Effective January 1, 2015, House Bill 8 amends the Illinois Human Rights Act to ensure
workplace fairness by requiring employers to make reasonable accommodations for conditions related to pregnancy and childbirth.
Minimum Wage. Effective July 1, 2015, the Chicago City Council passed the Chicago Minimum Wage Ordinance, which will gradually increase the
minimum wage to $13.00 per hour by 2019.
Safety Net. The Aid to the Aged, Blind, and Disabled Grant Program provides income support to elderly and disabled refugees and asylees suspended from the federal Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program because they were not able to become U.S. citizens within seve n years. Effective in
2014, these individuals’ monthly assistance will increase from $500 to $649. Several proposals that sought to stigmatize and dehumanize recipients of
public benefits were defeated, including bills that would have mandated drug testing of public benefits recipients, required photo identification on the
electronic benefits cards recipients use, and limited SNAP recipients’ food choices.
Secure Choice. On January 4, 2015 Secure Choice became law in Illinois (SB 2758). The initiative takes what corporate America has known for years,
that employees are more likely to save for retirement through a payroll deduction, and provides the same opportunity to millions of Illinois employees
whose employers previously never offered such a vehicle. In turn, many more people will retire with economic dignity and not into poverty. Implementation steps to set up the program will begin in 2015.
Records — Ban the Box and Sealing. Impacting more than 1.25 million Illinoisans, two new laws passed in spring 2014. Under JOQAA (Job Opportunities for Qualified Applicants Act) (HB5701), temporary employment agencies and employers with 15 or more employees, who a re not required by
law to reject applicants with records, will be prohibited from inquiring into an applicant’s criminal history in any form unt il after the applicant receives
written notification of the employer’s intent to interview or a conditional offer of employment. HB 2378 will provide men and women with minor, older,
low-level offenses (misdemeanors) in Illinois an opportunity to petition the court to limit who can look at those old conviction s (a process called sealing).
Contact: Carol Ashley/ 312-368-5195/ carolashley@povertylaw.org

Chicago Alliance Against Sexual Exploitation (CAASE)
End Demand Illinois, CAASE's Policy Coalition, Passes Its Fifth Bill in Five Years
In achieving the passage of its fifth bill in five years, End Demand Illinois continues to shift law enforcement's attention to sex traffickers and people who buy sex, while building a network of support and identifying funds for services for survivors of the sex trade.
The 2014 legislative initiative of End Demand Illinois, the policy arm of CAASE, proposed the creation of a
special fund housed at the Illinois Department of Human Services, from which grants would be made to support the development of specialized services for prostituted and trafficked people. New funding streams were
proposed from fines against pimps, traffickers, and people who buy sex; forfeiture; and impoundment proceedings. The bill passed the Illinois General Assembly in May 2014 and was signed by Governor Quinn in
August 2014. This bill, now known as Illinois Public Act 98-1013, amends the State Finance Act to create the
Specialized Services for Survivors of Human Trafficking Fund, effective January 1, 2015.
Citation: Illinois Public Act 98-1013
Contact: Christine Evans/ 773-244-2230/ cme@caase.org

